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Abstract

This study employs classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate the

behavior of 1,3-dipalmitoyl-2-oleoyl glycerol (POP), a typical triglyceride found in food

at the air interface. The investigation utilizes three force fields (FF) with varying levels

of detail, including all-atom, united-atom, and coarse-grained simulations, to elucidate

the structural evolution of POP at the air interface. The results confirm that the struc-

turing processes observed in nonfood triglyceride systems also occur in POP. Aliphatic

chains orient toward the air phase, while glycerol backbones face the inner triglyc-

eride phase. Additionally, the study observes the formation of clusters of glycerol head

groups at the interface, and the choice of theFF significantly affects the simulatedmor-

phological structure. The Berger FF exhibits the most substantial structuring effects

after 200 ns of simulation, followed by the General AMBER FF, while the Martini

FF shows the weakest effects. Number density plots of aliphatic chains and glycerol

backbones at different temperatures monitor the evolution of structuring effects over

time and determine the approach toward equilibrium conditions. The temperatures

investigated include the solid state of POP at ambient temperature (293 K), the liquid

state at human body temperature (310 K), and a typical processing temperature of the

chocolate conching process (333 K).

Practical Applications: Tailored molecular design of interfaces according to their

purpose in food.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Fat-air interfaces[1,2] are present in fat-based food foams, such as

whipped cream, ice cream, dessert toppings, and others.[3] Dairy

Abbreviations: POP, 1,3-dipalmitoyl-2-oleoyl glycerol; FF, force field; GAFF, general AMBER

force field; MD, molecular dynamics; TG, triglycerides.
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foams, in particular, are complex molecular mixtures and contain car-

bohydrates, fat particles, emulsifiers, and air bubbles.[4–8] Within these

systems, fat-air interfaces often occur as the fat particles adsorb at

the initial water-air interface to stabilize it. Such a system is shown in

Figure 1 (according to Ref. [9]).
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F IGURE 1 Schematic representation of fat particle coalescence
and adsorption at the air-water interface. Fat particles (yellow)
containing crystallites forming cohesive clusters (orange) within
extended flog structures as found in products with high, solid fat
content like ice cream or whipped cream. Notably, POP triglycerides
invert orientation at fat-air interfaces compared to water-fat
interfaces (corona zones).

The fat particles shown are known to contain crystalline solid fat,

depending on the specific system. In their initially aqueous environ-

ment, it seems plausible that a phospholipid membrane monolayer

surrounds the fat particles to build a stable interface with water.

When fat particles come into contact with air, it is less clear what

happens with the amphiphilic membrane phospholipids. Since air

is also a hydrophobic phase, it seems unlikely that the membrane

remains the same at that interface as it is present at the interface with

water.

Phospholipids can form stable bilayers or lipid vesicles due to

their amphiphilic nature, which arises from a hydrophilic head and

a hydrophobic tail, facilitating maximized hydrophilic interactions. In

contrast, triglycerides, characterized by a less hydrophilic glycerol

backbone, tend to arrange themselves into lamellae structures with

extended domains in crystallites or micellar structures containing

disordered amorphous regions.[1,2] Nevertheless, under certain condi-

tions, triglycerides can undergo structuring processes leading to the

partial formation of layered structures. For instance, these structur-

ing effects occur at the bare fat-air interface, where both phases are

hydrophobic.

The resulting liquid fat-air interface is highlighted in Figure 1, which

gives a schematic representation of a typical food foam interface and

visualizes the limited extension of the simulation box. The current

study provides insights into the molecular structure on the fat side of

this interface with the help of molecular dynamics simulations, where

Newton’s equations of motion are solved to calculate the dynamic

evolution of the systems.

The liquid fat phase studied here is a pure 1,3-dipalmitoyl-2-oleoyl

glycerol (POP) phase, a commonly occurring food triglyceride (see

Figure 2). Triglycerides consist of a glycerol backbone connected to

three aliphatic chains via ester bonds. The aliphatic chains can either

contain covalent double bonds (in which case they are unsaturated)

or only covalent single bonds (in which case they are saturated). POP

has two saturated and one unsaturated aliphatic chain. The glycerol

F IGURE 2 Representation of POPwith the different levels of
detail: chemical structure, all-atom, united-atom, and coarse-grained
models.

backbone, which connects the aliphatic chains, is more polar than

the aliphatic chains and, thus, is also the most polar part of the

whole triglyceride molecule.[10,11] These physicochemical characteris-

tics make a particular orientation at specific interfaces likely.

To capture the physical behavior on different time scales, molec-

ular dynamics simulations can be performed with varying degrees of

resolution using molecular modeling approaches at all-atom, united-

atom, and coarse-grained levels. In each case, different parameter

sets and energy terms, called force fields (FF), are applied to describe

interatomic and intermolecular interactions. The force fields provide

contributions for bonded and nonbonded interactions to the potential

energy for all interaction centers in the system.

Starting from the chemical structure, in an all-atom representation

of a classical force field, each atom is considered a mass point with

an associated partial charge (Figure 2). United-atom (UA) force fields

reduce the number of degrees of freedom in the system by includ-

ing hydrogen atoms in the heavy atoms to which they have a covalent

bond. Coarse-grained force fields map various heavy atoms to one

coarse-grained bead (e.g., four-to-one).

The used united-atom and coarse-grained FFs were derived by fit-

ting the parameters of the interaction potentials to a broad base of

experimental properties. The reduced number of degrees of freedom,

due to the lower number of interaction centers within the molecules,

give the united-atom and coarse-grained force fields the substan-

tial advantage of less computational cost while omitting chemical

details. All three presented modeling approaches allow the derivation

of macroscopic thermodynamic properties based on the microscopic

behavior of atomic-scale building blocks according to the laws of

statistical thermodynamics.[12,13]

Two molecular dynamics simulation studies can be found in the

literature, where the molecular structures of triglycerides at the air

interface were investigated concerning other systems. Wizert et al.[1]

investigated the organization of lipids in the human eye tear film by

employing the coarse-grained Martini FF.[14,15] They found that oleic
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triglycerides are predominantly present at the surface of the tear film.

By plotting the number density along the box axis perpendicular to

the fat-air interface, they found that triglycerides are oriented with

aliphatic chains toward the air interface. Tascini et al.[2] used the

united-atom Berger FF to investigate human sebum palmitoleic acid

triglycerides.[16] They discovered that the Berger model satisfactorily

represents the surface tension of triglycerides at the air interface,

indicating the model’s suitability for investigating triglyceride-air

interfaces. The triglycerides directly in contact with air were shown to

orient their aliphatic chains toward the air. In addition to the coarse-

grained Martini FF and united-atom Berger FF mentioned above, this

study also employs the all-atom General AMBER FF (GAFF, Figure 2).

Molecular dynamics studies show the applicability of GAFF to food

systems,[17–20] and it is applied here to evaluate it in this context

further.

Several molecular dynamics studies can be found in literature

where similar systems as those presented here are studied in a food

manufacturing context. A few examples are presented to highlight

the suitability of the simulation method. Emulsifier-induced interfa-

cial ordering of triglycerides present at the fat-water interface has

been investigated with the Martini FF. The resulting structures were

shown to act as nucleation templates for triglycerides.[21] Detailed

molecularmodeling studieson food-relevant triglyceride systemswere

carried out by the Milano group. A coarse-grained model for triglyc-

erides was developed,[22] and a multiscale approach to studying the

liquid-solid transition of triglycerides was presented.[23] In coopera-

tionwith theMarangoni group, detailed insights intomixed triglyceride

crystallization[24] and eutectic behavior were given.[25]

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2

describes the setups of the molecular dynamics simulations, includ-

ing simulation parameters for the different FFs, system building, and a

description of the equilibration procedure. Additionally, the simulation

analysis methods are explained. Section 3 presents the study’s results,

and Section 4 offers a critical discussion. In Section 5, a conclusion of

the study is given.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Molecular dynamics simulations and force
fields

The GROMACS software version 5.1.1[26] is used for all molec-

ular dynamics simulations of the presented work. The leap-frog

algorithm[27] is used to integrate Newton’s equations of motion. For

all-atom simulations, the GAFF[28] molecular parameters are calcu-

lated with the ACPYPE[29] and Antechamber[30,31] tools. AM1-BCC

charges[32] are computed with the semiempirical quantum chemistry

method (SQM),[33] which delivers semiempirical Mulliken charges by

AM1 calculation[34,35] followed by a bond charge correction (BCC).[36]

A time step of 2 fs is used, and cut-offs for all short-range interactions

are set to 0.9 nm. The particle-mesh-Ewald method (PME)[37] is used

for long-range electrostatic interactions. For united-atom simulations,

the Berger parameters[16] are used and accessed via the homepage

of Peter Tielemann.[38] Based on the FF parameters for phospholipids

given there, the molecular model of the triglyceride POP is derived by

exchanging the phospholipids’ head group with a third aliphatic chain.

Again, a time step of 2 fs is used, and the PMEmethod[37] is applied for

long-range electrostatic interactions.

A short-range interaction cut-off radius of 1.2 nm is employed. For

coarse-grained simulations, the Martini FF is used.[14,15] Molecular

parameters available for download from theMartini homepage[39] are

used, along with a time step of 10 fs. Long-range electrostatic interac-

tions are calculated with the reaction field potential, as suggested by

the FF developers.[15] A short-range interaction cut-off of 1.1 nm is

applied for electrostatic and van derWaals interactions.

512 POPmolecules were inserted randomly into the simulation box

for each system. The following equilibration procedure was performed

to ensure the fat-air interface systems were at the desired tempera-

ture and pressure. Initially, an energy minimization with the steepest

descent algorithm was performed to eliminate high potential interac-

tions due to steric hindrances. Subsequently, NVT equilibration was

performed for 2ns to allow for a first aggregationof thePOPmolecules

and reach the desired temperatures. In the case of the Berger FF,

the Bussi et al. velocity-rescale thermostat[40] is used. The Berendsen

thermostat[41] is applied for GAFF and Martini FF simulations, as it is

known to relax very quickly even though it samples a pseudo canonical

ensemble.

A subsequent isothermal-isobaric equilibration was performed to

reach the desired atmospheric pressure of 1 bar for 10 ns. To control

temperature and pressure, the Berendsen thermostat and barostat[41]

were utilized for Martini and GAFF simulations, and the velocity-

rescale thermostat and Parrinello-Rahman barostat[42] were used for

the Berger simulations. Subsequently, the next equilibration step in

the isothermal-isobaric ensemble was performed with the Bussi et al.

velocity-rescale thermostat and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat for

all the different FF setups for 200 ns. Such a long equilibration time

allows us to reasonably sample the pure triglyceride phase and sub-

sequently compare the results with those obtained at the introduced

air interface. During this step, the potential energy of the systems was

monitored. It should be noted that the equilibrium was achieved only

for the Martini FF simulations. For the final production runs, the sim-

ulation boxes were elongated in one direction to obtain the desired

triglyceride-air interface (where the air is represented as a vacuum

according to molecular dynamics simulations from the literature[1,2]).

The production runs were performed in a canonical ensemble with a

duration of 200 ns for GAFF and Berger FF and 5 µs for Martini FF,

and the structure evolved according to the introduced fat-air inter-

face. This simulation procedure directly implies that the structures are

not in equilibrium at the beginning of the production run. The evolu-

tion of the molecular structures was tracked in detail and is described

in Section 2.2. The GAFF and the Berger FF did not reach equilibrium

during the simulation time. Nevertheless, several solid results could be

obtained. This is described in Section 3.2 in detail.

All described simulation steps were performed at 293 K, 310 K, and

333 K. 293 K resembles ambient temperature and thus, it is a relevant
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temperature for the solid state of POP in a food context. 310 K resem-

bles human body temperature where POP is in its liquid state, which

is relevant in a food context. 333 K resembles a typical food process-

ing temperature, for example, the conchingprocessof chocolate,where

POP is one of the threemainmolecular components of cocoa butter.

2.2 Number density calculation and equilibrium
analysis of structuring effects

Throughout the paper, the term structuring is used to describe the

molecular orientation and alignment of the POP molecules at the air

interface. The investigation examines how the molecules orient their

glycerol backbones and aliphatic chains in relation to the interface. On

the one hand, this structuring is analyzed by visual inspection of the

molecular trajectories and, on the other hand, by calculating the num-

ber density of aliphatic chains and glycerol backbones of POPalong the

box x-axis, which is perpendicular to the fat-air interface. When dis-

tinct peaks in the number density plots are visible, the structuring is

describedas strong, andaccordinglyweakerwhennodistinct peaks are

observed. When number density plots of different FFs are compared,

they are normalized by dividing by the total number of atoms or beads

of the specific group in the simulation box. This number varies (despite

the same number of molecules) according to the molecular represen-

tation of the FF. In the all-atom FF simulations, only the heavy atoms

are used for number density calculations since hydrogen atoms are

strictly bound to the carbon atoms; therefore, they have nomeaningful

impact on the number density distributions, where glycerol backbones

are compared to the aliphatic chains. For the united-atom FF and

the coarse-grained FF, all beads are considered. Number densities are

calculated according to the following equation:

⟨𝜌n (x)⟩ti+1ti
=

⟨n (x)⟩ti+1ti

Δx ⋅ ng
. (1)

⟨𝜌n(x)⟩ti+1ti
is the average number density in a time intervalΔt = 5 ns

between ti and ti+ 1. Trajectory snapshots are collected at 0.5 ps inter-

vals, resulting in a total of 10 000 frames for the time average ⟨n(x)⟩ti+1ti
.

This time average represents the number of molecules within the time

interval ∆t in a box slice along the x-axis, where the width of the slice

is denoted as ∆x. The box is separated into 500 volume slices along

the x-axis. ng is the total number of atoms or beads of the investigated

groups in the simulation box. Division by ng is conducted to normalize

all number density distributions to ensure that the zeroth moment of

each distribution is one, nomatter howmany beads or atoms represent

the aliphatic chains and the glycerol backbones.

To get a measure of the equilibrium state of the structuring effects,

the development of the number density distribution functions of the

glycerol backbones is further analyzed. While the number density is

nearly constant along the x-axis after systembuilding, it develops three

distinct peaks during the simulations. These peaks represent the high

number of glycerol backbones at certain points along the simulation

box x-axis due to the structuring at the interface. Once the structur-

F IGURE 3 Snapshots after 200 ns simulation time of the GAFF
systems at 293 K (left), 310 K (center), and 333 K (right). Oxygen is
represented by red spheres, and carbons of the glycerol backbone are
represented by gray spheres. Aliphatic chains are shown as gray lines.

F IGURE 4 GAFF number density of the glycerol backbones (GLY)
and aliphatic chains (ALI) along the x-axis of the simulation box for the
investigated temperatures in the last 5 ns of the simulations.

ing is finished, the height of those peaks remains roughly constant, only

prone to thermal fluctuations. The number density functions consist of

500 discrete data points, resulting in high numbers at the localmaxima.

In order to eliminate these and to detect the three real maxima, the

number density functions are smoothed using a moving average filter

with a span of 20, as implemented inMATLAB software. Subsequently,

the average value of the three highest peaks ⟨𝜌n,peaks⟩ti+1ti
is calculated

in Equation (2):

⟨
𝜌n,peaks

⟩ti+1
ti

=
⟨𝜌n (xmax1)⟩ti+1ti

+ ⟨𝜌n (xmax2)⟩ti+1ti
+ ⟨𝜌n (xmax3)⟩ti+1ti

3
.

(2)

3 RESULTS

3.1 Structuring of triglycerides at the air
interface

All performed simulations reveal that the aliphatic chains of the triglyc-

eridemolecules at the interface orient toward the air phase. Snapshots

of all nine simulated systems (after 200 ns simulation time) are shown

in Figure 3 for GAFF, Figure 5 for Berger FF, and Figure 7 for Martini

FF. In these figures, the air interfaces are on the top and bottom sides

of the systems. On the left and right sides, as well as in the direction
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F IGURE 5 Snapshots after 200 ns simulation time of the Berger
FF systems at 293 K (left), 310 K (center), and 333 K (right). Oxygen is
represented by red spheres and carbons of the glycerol backbone are
represented by black spheres. Aliphatic chains are represented as gray
lines.

F IGURE 6 Berger FF number density of the glycerol backbones
(GLY) and aliphatic chains (ALI) along the x-axis of the simulation box
for the investigated temperatures in the last 5 ns of the simulations.

F IGURE 7 Snapshots after 200 ns simulation time of theMartini
FF systems at 293 K (left), 310 K (center), and 333 K (right). Ester
beads are shown as red and glycerol beads as gray spheres. Aliphatic
chains are shown in transparent sphere representation.

of the drawing sheet, the fat phase continues directly due to periodic

boundaries. Figures 4, 6, and8 show the correspondingnumber density

plots of the glycerol backbones and aliphatic chains of all nine simu-

lated systems in the last 5 ns of the production run simulations, within

the same force field series. They provide a quantification of the struc-

turing effects. The standard deviation of the number density from the

statistical averagingover10 intervals of 0.5ns each is about2.7%of the

nominal value and is not displayed in the figures for clarity. These plots

show the normalized number density (according to Equation 1) of the

glycerol backbone and aliphatic chain atoms (or beads) along the box

axis perpendicular to the interface.

F IGURE 8 Martini FF number density of the glycerol backbones
(GLY) and aliphatic chains (ALI) along the x-axis of the simulation box
for the investigated temperatures in the last 5 ns of the simulations.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the results of the simulations at different

temperatures with GAFF. At all temperatures, it is clearly visible that

the aliphatic chains of the triglycerides at the interface tend to orient

themselves toward the air phase.

The head groups of triglycerides can form clusters and even merge

into extended layers. Three different grades of structuring can be

observed for the three investigated temperatures. After 200 ns, the

structuring is strongest in the systems with the highest temperature

(see Figures 4, 6, and 8). Nevertheless, it is evident in potential energy

plots that the systems are not yet in equilibrium after 200 ns simula-

tion time,which is further analyzed and discussed in Sections 3.2 and 4.

This means that the most pronounced structuring, which occurs in the

system at the highest temperature, arises due to the higher kinetic

energy in the system, and the resulting faster dynamics lead to the

more rapid discovery of energetically favorable local minima of the

potential energy surface, which are more likely to be associated with

ordered structures. Therefore, higher temperatures lead to a stronger

structuring after 200 ns simulation time.

Nevertheless, this allows for a further conclusion. The structuring of

fat at the fat-air interface is quite strong since it is even present at the

highest investigated temperature (Figure 4). Therefore, it can be con-

cluded that the structuring effect is not a nucleation effect resulting in

liquid to solid transition, as it would be likely below the melting point

of POP at 310 K,[43] but seems to be a property of the liquid phase. At

higher temperatures, it is generally less likely to have ordered molecu-

lar structures, due to a higher kinetic energy that keeps the molecules

in motion.

The same orientation of aliphatic chains toward the air phase can

be observed in the Berger FF simulations, which is shown in Figures 5

and 6. The structuring effects are more pronounced compared to the

GAFF simulations after 200 ns. The same effect as with GAFF can be

observed when assessing the temperature dependence.

A next level of coarseness is introduced by employing the Martini

FF for investigations of the same systems. By mere inspection of the

final simulation snapshots, depicted in Figure 7, the orientation at the
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F IGURE 9 Temporal evolution of the normalized average number
densities of glycerol backbones along the x-axis in 20 ns intervals for
the Berger FF at 333 K. The initial bulk simulation (brown), before
introducing the air interface, is compared to the extended systemwith
fat-air interface. The yellow line plot with the results of the low peak
from the first 5 ns of the production run, and the blue bold line plot
with the results of the high peak from the last 5 ns of the production
run. The number density plots for the intermediate time intervals are
shownwith a reduced line width.

interface cannot be seen as clearly as in the simulations with the other

twoFFs.Nevertheless, in thepresentednumberdensityplotsof thedif-

ferent atoms and beads along the axis perpendicular to the interfaces,

the same type of orientation is predicted by theMartini FF, as shown in

Figure 8. The structuring is muchweaker as in the Berger FF andGAFF

simulations (compare Figures 4, 6, and 8).

A significant difference compared to GAFF and Berger FF sim-

ulations is that no dominant temperature dependence exists in the

simulations with Martini FF. Although it cannot be clearly stated that

this difference is only attributable to the not-yet-reached equilibrium

states of the GAFF and Berger simulations, it seems likely, which is

further discussed and explained in the following sections.

All presented mass density plots show the highest maxima for the

two outer glycerol backbone peaks compared to the middle ones.

Although it is known that glycerol backbone clustering is also present

in pure triglyceride bulk, this shows that the structuring is driven by

the interfaces with air and is not pronounced in pure fat bulk systems.

This is evidenced by marginal structuring development occurring in

bulk during the final 200 ns equilibration step. Pronounced structur-

ing sets in when the fat-air interface is introduced into the system,

and structuring is promoted during the production run, as illustrated

in Figure 9.

3.2 Equilibrium state analysis

According to Equation (2), the average peak height of the three highest

maximaof thenumberdensity plots for the glycerol backbones is calcu-

lated andplottedover simulation time to reveal the equilibriumstate of

the structuring effect. When equilibrium is reached, the average peak

F IGURE 10 Evolution of the average height of the three highest
glycerol number density distribution peaks for all simulated systems.

height should reach a constant value over timewith only small thermal

fluctuations. To gain a better understanding of the average peak height

plots (which are subsequently presented and explained), an example of

the time evolution of the number density plots of glycerol backbones

is given in Figure 9 using the example of the Berger FF simulation at

333 K. The development of the height of the three highest maxima is

a clear descriptor for the presented density distributions and, thus, for

themolecular structuring of the system.

Figure 9 illustrates that the structuring effect at the air interface

develops during the production run. The pure bulk simulation without

a fat-air interface yields marginal fluctuations. Starting from the bold

line (yellow) with low and broad peaks (the number density of glycerol

backbones during the first 5 ns of the production run), the number den-

sity peaks increase and narrow over time, resulting in three distinct

maxima. Thenumberdensity of the last 5ns time interval (between195

ns and 200 ns of the production run) is again given as a bold line (blue),

resembling the plot of Figure 6 for the glycerol backbone (with a slight

shift in height due to smoothing) of the Berger FF simulation at 333

K. The narrower and higher peaks over simulation time mean that the

glycerol backbones become increasingly less evenly distributed along

the x-axis and have increasingly more defined positions along the x-

axis. The two outside peaks are higher during all simulation phases,

showing that the air interface drives the present structuring effect.

Figure 10 displays the temporal evolution of the average height of

the three highest glycerol number density distribution peaks for all

simulated systems. It reveals that all threeMartini FF simulations (dot-

ted lines) have constant values during the complete production runs

and, thus, are in a structural, thermodynamic equilibrium.

The all-atom GAFF simulations have the lowest dynamics since

united-atom and coarse-grained FFs usually exhibit a speed-up due to

reduced friction when the number of interaction centers is reduced.

The average peak height increases slowly at the start of the GAFF sim-

ulations. While the slope tends to become less steep, thermodynamic

equilibrium is not reached after 200 ns. Nonetheless, it can be stated

that the structuring is stronger pronounced than in the simulations

with the Martini FF. The Berger FF simulations show the strongest
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F IGURE 11 Surface arrangement and cluster formation of POP
molecules: glycerol head groups (red) and aliphatic side chains (gray)
at the air-POP interface, shown in the yz-plane at 2.5 nm depth. The
interface structures are depicted for GAFF, Berger, andMartini force
fields at 333 K.

structuring effects of all models during the whole simulation time.

While the slope is high in the beginning, the curves start to level out

against the end of the 200 ns simulation time. It can again be stated

that the structuring is stronger than in theMartini FF simulations.

Comparing the trajectories of the GAFF and the Berger FF sim-

ulations, it also seems probable that the structuring will be more

pronounced in theBergerFF than in theGAFFsimulations.However, as

equilibrium has not been reached, that cannot be statedwith certainty.

In the GAFF and Berger FF simulations, it is evident that the struc-

turing ismore strongly pronounced in the higher temperature systems.

It is not known if this will also hold for the equilibrium structure. In the

case of the Martini FF, it is shown that the temperature does not influ-

ence structuring since the average peak heights are similar for all three

temperatures.

During the development phase of this paper, boxes of different sizes

and dimensions resulted in thicker POP films (axis from top to bottom

in the presented snapshots of this section) and smaller lateral box sizes

(the other two axes of the presented snapshots of this section) were

simulated. They always showed the same type of structuring effects at

the interfaces. No detailed results are presented here; nevertheless, it

is mentioned to strengthen the point that the presented results are not

an effect of box dimensions. Of course, finite-size effects can never be

completely ruled out since the number of particles cannot be increased

to infinity.

3.3 Clustering analysis

In the investigation of the outer layer of POP molecules situated at a

depth of 2.5 nm from the air-POP interface, a conspicuous accumula-

tion of glycerol head groups becomes readily apparent (see Figure 11).

However, the spatial distribution of these head groups across the yz-

plane is not uniform, which contrasts with POP crystal structures

that display extended regions exclusively composed of head groups.

Instead, these glycerol head groups tend to self-organize into intercon-

nected clusters, where specific regions showcase notably heightened

concentrations. Consequently, a consistent pattern emerges, char-

acterized by regions displaying heightened site-chain accumulations

within this layer. This visual observation aligns with the findings pre-

F IGURE 12 Radial distribution function g(R) of the central carbon
atom of the glycerol group (GAFF, Berger FF) or the glycerol bead
(Martini FF). Comparison of g(R) for simulations using different FFs at
temperatures 293 K, 310 K, and 333 K.

sented in the number density plots, wherein only a relatively minor

reduction in the density of aliphatic side chains is noticeable at the sites

where the accumulation of glycerol backbones is pronounced.

In the following, the formation of clusters is analyzed in terms of the

accumulationof head groups of lipids. Therefore, the radial distribution

functions g(R) are determined for the central carbon atom in the glyc-

erol head group or glycerol bead for all morphologies (Figure 12). The

radial distribution function g(R) for the Berger model at 333 K yields a

first steep peak at R ≈ 5.3 Å and a second broader local maximum at R

≈ 9.5 Å, followed by an extended continuum for long radial distances R.

The maxima of g(R) are slightly shifted to higher values of R for GAFF,

whileMartini FF provides maxima at lower values of R.

The radial distribution function suggests that fat molecules are not

randomly distributed within the simulation box but that several head

groups form small clusters. This effect is most pronounced in the

Berger model, where the height of the radial distribution functions is

roughly doubled compared toMartini FF and GAFF.

The coordination numbers nc are determined as an average for

all fat molecules within the simulation box to indicate cluster for-

mation. Therefore, a nearest neighbor search is carried out for each

head group, and the number of neighbors is counted, which are found

within a cut-off radius Rcut, given by the first minimum of the radial

distribution function g(R). Taking the average for all lipids yields nc.

The temporal evolution of the average coordination number nc shows

a clear force field dependence of the cluster formation as well as

temperature dependencies (Figure 13). In the case of the Martini FF,

nc basically oscillates around constant values. As a slight trend, the

Martini FF yields a reduction of nc with increasing temperature. The

observed decrease in coordination number with increasing temper-

ature is consistent with the expected trend for liquid hydrocarbon

chains.[44] The course of nc is therefore another sign that simula-

tions with the Martini FF have quickly reached equilibrium in cluster

formation as found in liquids.

In contrast to theMartini FF, GAFF, andBerger FF yield rising trends

in nc as a function of time superimposed byminor oscillations. The sim-

ulations at 333 K show a transition from a rising trend to oscillations

around plateau levels at about t= 150 ns for bothGAFF and Berger FF.

At 293 K and 310 K, the coordination number does not yet settle to a
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F IGURE 13 Average coordination number nc of the glycerol head
groups as a function of simulation time t for (GAFF, Berger FF,Martini
FF) at 293 K, 310 K, and 333 K.

F IGURE 14 Comparison of average coordination numbers nc for
simulations using different force fields (GAFF, Berger FF, Martini FF)
and temperatures T.

constant level, indicating that cluster formation is not yet complete at

the lower temperatures after the 200 ns production run.

Theevolutionof the average coordinationnumbernc as a functionof

time indicates the enhanced clustering of glycerol head groups during

the simulations. This is consistent with the finding that a higher degree

of structuring is achieved with increasing temperature, as indicated in

the number density plots (Section 3.1).

Averaging of nc is performed over 200 MD frames to quantify the

impact of the FF on clustering (Figure 14). The Berger FF yields high

coordination numbers nc = 3.20 ± 0.05 compared to nc = 1.74 ± 0.47

for GAFF and the smallest number for the Martini model nc = 0.95 ±

0.02. Hence, the Berger FF shows the most significant clustering, fol-

lowed by the GAFF and low clustering for the Martini FF. The reduced

nc values at 293 K can be ascribed to deviations from the equilibrium

conditions for Berger FF and GAFF.Without these deviations, it would

F IGURE 15 Illustration of structural variations of POPmolecules
represented by the propeller (Pr), tuning-fork (TF), chair (Ch), and
trident (Tr) conformations. The inset provides a schematic depiction of
the three vectors describing acyl chain orientations and the three
angles used for shape classification. The figure showcases the
distribution frequencies of different POPmolecule shapes within
air-POP interface structures at temperatures for simulations with the
GAFF, Berger FF, andMartini FF.

be assumed that the coordination number decreaseswith temperature

according to lower structuring in liquids with higher temperature.[44]

However, the influence of the temperature on the average coordina-

tion number is of minor importance compared to the force field choice.

In total, coordination numbers nc indicate an inhomogeneous cluster

formation of the glycerol head groups during the simulations.

3.4 Intramolecular arrangements of POP

Following the methodology of Tascini et al.,[2] a categorization

approach is employed to elucidate the primary intramolecular arrange-

ments of POP molecules as they align at the air-POP interface. This

categorization system defines four distinct conformational shapes

based on the inherent angular relationships within the TG chains (see

the graphical definition of θ12, θ23, and θ13 in the inset of Figure 15).

The orientation of these chains is determined by the vectors connect-

ing the carbon atoms of the glycerol group with either the sixth atom

along each chain (in the cases of the GAFF and Berger FF) or the

glycerol bead and the third bead along the chain (as in theMartini FF).

Four distinct classes can be discerned to characterize the conforma-

tions of POP molecules: the propeller configuration (Pr), characterized

by angles evenly distributed, with an average of 120 degrees (also

termed the Y-shape); the tuning-fork (TF) and chair (Ch) conforma-

tions, in which two chains align cohesively in the same direction while

the third chain opposes this direction—either alternately or with two

adjacent chains lying in parallel; and lastly, the trident conformation is

observed when all three chains uniformly point in a single direction.

The frequency distributions of TG shapes at the interfaces of air-

POP are illustrated in Figure 15. For instance, at 333 K in the layered

interface structure, the Berger FF demonstrates a predominant occur-

rence of 41.5% tuning-fork shapes, 24.3% propeller shapes, 19.2% chair
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shapes, and 15.0% trident shapes. Among these, the tuning-fork con-

formation is most prevalent in both the Berger FF and Martini FF

simulations, closely followed by the propeller conformation.

Comparatively, in the Martini FF simulations, there is an increased

occurrence of propeller and trident conformations as opposed to the

Berger FF simulations. On the other hand, the GAFF simulations

exhibit a reduced prevalence of tuning-fork structures and a more

even distribution of shapes, with trident conformations taking prece-

dence. Hence, all observed morphologies encompass a mixture of

various POP molecule shapes from all four categories, contributing

to the establishment of layered structures at the air-POP interface.

Compared to the influence of the choice of force field, temperature

variations have only a relatively small influence on the distribution of

the shapes.

4 DISCUSSION

The presented results show that the structuring at the investigated

interface is the same for all considered FFs at all temperatures, which

concerns a predominant orientation of the methyl-end groups of the

aliphatic chains into the air at the interface and clustering of head

groups. However, the extent of structuring differs widely, especially

the coarse-grained force field yield distinctions compared to the all-

atom and united-atom force fields. Thus, simulation results must be

considered with caution.

The results further reveal that the equilibrium is reached after dif-

ferent simulation times, indicating different dynamic behavior at the

selected temperatures for different FFs. Only the all-atom simulations

can be directly related to physical time scale. United-atom and coarse-

grained FFs represent multiple atomic interactions with single beads,

leading to a smoothing of the potential energy surface with lower

frictional forces, resulting in higher dynamics andhigher diffusion coef-

ficients. For this reason, time scales in coarse-grained simulations do

not have a one-to-one correspondence with all-atom simulations, and

one approximately obtains an acceleration factor of the dynamics of

about four.[45] This effectively enables extended simulation times with

united-atommodels and achieves themost prolonged simulation dura-

tions for the coarse-grained models. This indicates why equilibrium is

reached in the coarse-grained simulations while it is not reached in the

all-atom and united-atom simulations.

No clear conclusion can be drawn whether the GAFF or the Berger

FF predicts a stronger structuring effect. It is evident that the Berger

FF reaches a nearly complete layering of aliphatic chains and glycerol

backbones parallel to the interface in the333Ksimulation and can sub-

sequently also reach that in the lower temperature calculations (which

should be even more prone to structuring, as they have a lower tem-

perature and thus lower kinetic energy). Whether GAFF might reach

the same degree of structuring cannot be said with certainty based on

the presented data. Nevertheless, according to the trajectories of the

GAFF and Berger FF simulations in Figure 10, it seems unlikely that

they will reach the same constant equilibrium value of average peak

height.

With the Berger FF and GAFF, the simulations with the highest

temperature of 333 K showed the strongest structuring effects (see

Figures 4, 6, and 8).

The application of the Berger force field produces simulated mass

densities of 938.1 ± 0.5 kg m−3 at 293 K, 928.5 ± 0.6 kg m−3 at 310 K,

and about 913.6±0.7 kgm−3 at 333K. These densities exhibit a reduc-

tionwhen compared to the crystalline phase densities of POP. Notably,

the crystalline phase manifests densities of approximately 974 ± 1 kg

m−3 for the α-polymorph, 984 kgm−3 for the γ-polymorph, 992 kgm−3

for the β’-structure, 1017 kgm−3 for β1-structure, and around 1006 kg
m–3 for β2-structure.[46]

Conversely, the densities reported for the liquid state of POP span

from 890 to 904 kg m−3.[46] Consequently, the simulated densities

employing the Berger FF occupy an intermediary position between

the values characterizing pristine crystalline packing arrangements

and the fluidic phase of molten POP. These outcomes correspond

harmoniously with the structural characteristics elucidated through

simulations, which reveal a tendency toward increased local order

compared to the liquidphase, even if theydonot reach the samedegree

of crystalline perfection.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A detailed description of the molecular structuring of the triglyceride

POP at the fat-air interface is presented in this study by performing

molecular dynamics simulations with three different FFs at three dif-

ferent temperatures. They are appropriate for modeling the air-POP

interface present in many food systems.

It is demonstrated that POP follows a specific orientation at the air

interface. The aliphatic chains are oriented toward the hydrophobic air

phase, while the more polar glycerol backbones attract to each other

and are positioned in between the aliphatic chains forming small clus-

ters. This has also been reported for triglycerides in nonfood systems in

literature.[1,2] In this study, it has been shown that this effect is present

in simulations with three independently derived molecular dynamics

FFs with different degrees of modeling detail.

While the overall type of structuring was the same for all inves-

tigated FFs, the extent of structuring differed strongly; the weakest

structuring was observed for the Martini FF, which reached equi-

librium after 200 ns of the production run. After a simulation time

of 200 ns, the Berger FF showed the strongest structuring effects,

followed by GAFF. For the latter two force fields, equilibrium was

not reached; therefore, no further statements can be made about

the extent of their structuring in equilibrium states, except that it

is stronger than for the Martini FF. It was shown that the chosen

molecular FF significantly impacted the quantitatively obtained

data. An estimation of the equilibrium state of the self-assembled

structure was presented by tracking the height of the peaks of the

number density function along the box axis perpendicular to the

interface between the triglycerides and air. Clustering analysis for

the glycerol head groups showed in detail the temporal evolution of

clustering and provided essentially the same trends for the different
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force fields found for structuring by visual inspection and number

densities.

Simulations like those presented in this study have been used in

the literature to provide insights into the molecular structuring of

triglyceride systems. Our investigations show that these results should

be treated with great caution.
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